**Character T-shirt Instructions**

Your assignment is to create a “Character T-shirt” for a literary character of your choice. The objective is to identify the literary elements used by the author to describe the character, and then to create a visual interpretation of the character’s traits.

The following list suggests where information can be displayed on your shirt. Use the checklist to make sure you include the key elements.

**The front of the t-shirt must include:**
- [ ] Story Title
- [ ] Author
- [ ] Character’s Name
- [ ] Picture of Character
- [ ] Description of Character

**The right sleeve must include:**
- [ ] Strengths of character

**The left sleeve must include:**
- [ ] Weaknesses of character

**The back of the T-shirt must include:**
- [ ] Internal/External Conflicts
- [ ] Static/Dynamic Character
- [ ] Climax
- [ ] Figurative Language